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Upcoming Fantasy Set

Posted by Alkatchoff - 2004/06/01 15:40
_____________________________________

So we know that around october, we get our grubby little hands on the Fantasy floor tiles set. And that
'sometime' down the line, the Cavernous Water Set will be released. This leaves quite a big hole in
scheduling around christmas, when the new doors are going to be released. What else will be released
with them? Does anyone have any ideas? Will this be a 'Door Set' with portcullises, new doors, secret
doors and magic doors? Or maybe a Fantasy Starter Set like Sci-Fi is getting, with a few floor tiles, some
walls and maybe a couple of passages, as well as a couple of doors?
Anyone have any ideas? If not, speculation is good, too :)
Alkatchoff
============================================================================

Upcoming Fantasy Set
Posted by Ordini - 2004/06/01 21:20

_____________________________________

hmm...well
I donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t think new portcullises will be released considering in game play they a generally used as
a large gate. You can always Ã¢â‚¬Å“lockÃ¢â‚¬Â? the new doors when they come out if you want
something smaller. But I think there is a good chance of a fantasy starter set. Dwarven Forge is looking
to expand so this would only be logical. I only wonder what pieces would the starter set include? It
might even be helpful to add to a large collection, if it has a nice assortment of pieces. Anyhow I think we
also have a chance of getting a tavern set. at least thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s what the latest polls are showing.... :?:
============================================================================

Upcoming Fantasy Set

Posted by MyLordVoid - 2004/06/05 15:10
_____________________________________

I Believe that a "Fantasy" Set was Mentioned by Jeff in another Thread... One of the Items was Going to
be Triangular Floor Section to Fill The Gaps made by Diagonal Walls in Interior Set ups... But that is All
that I Recall being Mentioned... (For that Set)... The Doors may be Individual Pieces... And Jeff
Mentioned a "Suprise" Set Was Coming out at Some Point, when we were Talking about Modular
Taverns, and He Said that they were NOT planning One "Exactly" but that they Were working on
"Something"...
============================================================================
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